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!Editorial  
Leaving(the(Garden:(Learning(From(Adam’s(Errors(

( No( doubt( there( have( been( thousands( upon( thousands( of( sermons( preached( on( the( fall( of( man( in(

Genesis(3.(If(we(tried(to(cover(every(lesson(we(could(learn(from(this(story,(like(it(says(in(John(21:25,(!“I!suppose!
that!even!the!world!itself!could!not!contain!the!books!that!would!be!written.”(In(Genesis(3,(we(see(Eve(falling(
victim(to(the(three(sins(mentioned(in(1(John(2:16,(the(lust(of(the(flesh((the(fruit(was(good(for(food),(the(lust(of(

the(eyes((the(fruit(was(pleasant(to(the(eyes),(and(the(pride(of(life((the(fruit(was(desirable(to(make(one(wise).(

We(could(spend(a(considerable(amount(of(time(on(these(sins,(but(in(this(issue(of(twelve2G,(we(will(focus(on(

Adam’s(errors,(and(what(we(can(learn(from(them.(((

( In(Genesis(3,(we(see(the(conversation(between(Eve(and(the(serpent,(resulting( in(Eve(eating(the(fruit(

which(God(had(forbidden.(We(see(in(Genesis(3:6,(“…she(took(of(its(fruit(and(ate.(She(also(gave(to(her(husband(

with(her,(and(he(ate.”(In(some(way(we(see(that(Eve(convinced(Adam(to(eat(of(the(fruit(as(well.(Did(she(lie(to(

him(about(which(fruit(this(was?(Did(she(talk(him(into(it?(We(aren’t(given(the(specifics(of(the(interaction,(but(

we(do(know(that(Adam(also(ate(of( the( fruit.(Regardless(of(whether(or(not(Eve(used(her(words( to(convince(

Adam(to(eat(of(the(fruit,(we(know(that(she(had(an(influence(on(Adam(to(commit(sin(against(God.(The(Bible(

speaks(in(several(places(about(surrounding(yourself(with(those(who(will(not(influence(you(to(sin,(most(notably(

in(1(Corinthians(15:33,(Proverbs(13:20,(and(2(Corinthians(6:14.(

! Proverbs! 13:20( –( “He! who! walks! with! wise! men! will! be! wise,! but! the! companion! of! fools! will! be!
destroyed.”(

! 1!Corinthians!15:33!–!“Do!not!be!deceived:!“Evil!company!corrupts!good!habits”(
! 2!Corinthians!6:14!–! “Do!not!be!unequally! yoked! together!with!unbelievers.! For!what! fellowship!has!

righteousness!with!lawlessness?!And!what!communion!has!light!with!darkness?(

All( three(of( these(passages(warn(against( the( influence( that( “evil( company”( can(have(on(a(Christian.(

While(I(am(not(calling(Eve(evil,(she(did(play(a(large(part( in(convincing(Adam(to(eat(the(forbidden(fruit.(Does(

this(mean(Adam(is(absolved(of(any(consequences(that(accompany(the(act(of(rebellion(against(God?(Certainly(

not!( In( Genesis( 3:17]19,( we( see( that( Adam( is( not( spared( from( the( punishment( that( went( along( with(

disobedience,(but(will(face(his(own(troubles(on(account(of(his(actions.(This(brings(us(to(another(one(of(Adam’s(

errors(in(Genesis(3,(not(taking(responsibility(for(his(actions.((

( In( Genesis( 3:11]12,( we( are( given( the( conversation( between( God( and( Adam( after( the( sin( has( been(

committed.(God(demands(to(know(whether(or(not(Adam(ate(of(the(forbidden(fruit,(and(Adam’s(response(is(

“The(woman(whom(You(gave(to(be(with(me,(she(gave(me(of(the(tree,(and(I(ate.”(Immediately(Adam(points(the(

finger(of(blame(at(Eve.(Instead(of(humbling(himself(before(God(to(admit(his(error,(Adam(instead(tries(to(pass(

on(the(guilt(to(another.(As(Christians,(we(must(realize(that(we(all(fall(short,(and(not(only(do(we(all(fall(short,(

but(we(all(will(face(God(on(judgment(day.(Romans(14:12(tells(us(that(we(must(all(give(an(account(of(ourselves(

to(God,(while(2(Corinthians(5:10(says(that(each(of(us(will(“receive(the(things(done(in(the(body,(according(to(

what( he( has( done,( whether( good( or( bad.”(While( it( is( true( that( Satan( is( the( deceiver( of( the( whole( world(

(Revelation(12:9),(we(will(not(be(able(to(point(the(finger(of(blame(at(him(while(we(stand(before(the(Judgment(



Seat(of(Christ.( Instead,(we(will( have( to(answer( for(our(own(actions,(whether(good(or(bad.(We(will( be(held(

accountable(for(the(times(when(we(gave(in(to(the(temptations(that(were(set(before(us.(We(know(that(God(will(

not(allow(us( to(be( tempted(beyond(what(we(are(able( (1(Corinthians(10:13),( so(when(we( fall,(we(have(only(

ourselves(to(blame.(Let’s(quit(playing(the(blame(game,(and(start(taking(responsibility(for(our(actions;(that( is(

what(a(Christian(does.(

( The(third(error(that(we(see(Adam(make(in(Genesis(3(is(his(decision(to(“hide”(from(God.(After(they(ate(

of(the(forbidden(fruit,(Adam(and(Eve(realized(that(they(were(naked,(and(hid(themselves(from(God.(While(it(is(

true(that(we(should(be(ashamed(of(ourselves(when(we(fall(short(and(sin(against(God,(it(is(impossible(to(hide(

from(Him.(Hebrews(4:13(tells(us(that(“there(is(no(creature(hidden(from(His(sight,(but(all(things(are(naked(and(

open(to(the(eyes(of(Him(to(whom(we(must(give(account.”(We(cannot(hide(from(Him(now,(nor(will(we(be(able(

to(hide(our(sins(from(Him(on(judgment(day(when(we(will(be(required(to(give(an(account.(God(said(in(Jeremiah(

23:24(“Can(a(man(hide(himself(in(secret(places(that(I(cannot(see(him?(Do(I(not(fill(heaven(and(earth?”(David,(a(

man(after(God’s(own(heart,(understood(the(nature(of(God’s(omniscience(and(omnipresence.(Listen(to(the(way(

he(describes(God’s(presence(and(knowledge(in(Psalm(139:1]10:(

O!Lord,!you!have!searched!me!and!known!me!!You!know!when!I!sit!down!and!when!I!rise!up;!you!discern!my!
thoughts! from!afar.!You!search!out!my!path!and!my! lying!down!and!are!acquainted!with!all!my!ways.!Even!
before!a!word!is!on!my!tongue,!behold,!O!Lord,!you!know!it!altogether.!You!hem!me!in,!behind!and!before,!and!
lay!your!hand!upon!me.!Such!knowledge!is!too!wonderful!for!me;!it!is!high;!I!cannot!attain!it.!Where!shall!I!go!
from!your!Spirit?!Or!where!shall!I!flee!from!your!presence?!If!I!ascend!to!heaven,!you!are!there!!If!I!make!my!
bed!in!Sheol,!you!are!there!!If!I!take!the!wings!of!the!morning!and!dwell!in!the!uttermost!parts!of!the!sea,!even!
there!your!hand!shall!lead!me,!and!your!right!hand!shall!hold!me.”(

David(understood(that(there(was(no(hiding( from(the(Lord.(Our(God( is(an(awesome(God;(no(one(can(

match(his(knowledge(nor(run(from(his(presence.(Adam’s(third(error(was(believing(that(he(was(able(to(conceal(

his(sin(from(God.(There(is(no(sin(in(secret;(what(is(secret(to(our(fellow(man(is(no(secret(to(God.(We(will(all(give(

an(account(of(ourselves,(where(we(will(answer(for(every(sin,(public(or(secret,(that(we(have(committed.(Instead(

of(running(and(hiding(from(God,(or(blaming(others(for(our(own(failings,(let’s(take(advantage(of(the(wonderful(

gift(of(salvation(that(He(offers(us(through(his(son,(Jesus(Christ.(Our(Savior(died(on(the(cross(for(our(sins(so(that(

He( could( present( us( blameless( before( God( (Colossians( 1:22,( Jude( 24).( How( can(we( take( advantage( of( this(

precious(gift?(Peter(gives(us(the(answer(to(that(very(question(in(Acts(2:38,(“Repent,(and(let(every(one(of(you(

be(baptized( in( the(name(of( Jesus(Christ( for( the( remission(of( sins,(and(you(shall( receive( the(gift(of( the(Holy(

Spirit.”(Let’s(learn(from(Adam’s(mistakes(and(come(to(God,(instead(of(running(away.((
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The Seductive Woman: A Tool of Satan  
 

    The account of Adam and Eve in the garden is of great interest because what happened there changed everything.  
What took place in the garden lets us know that our decisions can affect others close to us. As we look further into this 
account from a man’s point of view, it becomes very interesting. First of all, we have to remember that it was Eve who was 
tempted and deceived, “And Adam was not deceived, but the woman being deceived was in the transgression” (1 Tim 2:14). 
Paul also writes “But I fear, lest by any means, as the serpent beguiled Eve through his subtilty…” (2 Cor 11:3). Although 
Adam did partake of the fruit he was not deceived. However, let me say this, I’m not defending Adam’s mistake, he should 
not have partaken of the fruit and Eve should not have let Satan deceive her. Nevertheless as Eve was deceived “…she took 
of the fruit thereof, and did eat, and gave also unto her husband with her; and he did eat” (Gen 3:6).  In that moment Eve 
became a tool for the devil because she gave the fruit to Adam.  
 

In today’s society we live in a TV, DVD, and movie theater world where there are so many women being used by 
the devil. So the question is how are they being used? Notice that some of the most beautiful women in the world are 
selected to show their bodies on the big screen. This weakens some men, even some who are Christians. For example, a 
married man begins to lust after a woman that he sees on TV, and then the lust grows stronger as he then moves to watching 
pornography, and finally he carries out the act by committing adultery.  By his actions he sins against God, hurts his wife, 
hurts his children and if he is a Christian, he hurts the church. Notice some things Solomon wrote about a seductive woman:  

 
1). She sounds good (Pro 5:3-5; 7:21). 2). She looks good (Pro 7:10). 3). She claims to be subject to God, because of peace 
offerings and vows (Pro 7:14). 4). She has taken down many strong men with fornication leading to hell (Pro 7:26-27). 

 
The seductive woman is the kind men needs to avoid. Job, the faithful servant of God, wrote, “I have made a 

covenant with my eyes; Why then should I look upon a young woman?” (Job 31:1). Also Solomon wrote “Lust not after her 
beauty in thine heart; neither let her take thee with her eyelids” (Pro 6:25). Both of these men of God speak of not even 
giving lust a chance. Then Matthew recorded Jesus saying “But I say unto you, That whosoever 
looketh on a woman to lust after her hath committed adultery with her already in his heart” (Mat 
5:28). The Lord lets us know that lusting after a woman is spiritual adultery against Him. Therefore 
let us not allow ourselves to be seduced by women, but rather let us be strengthened by God’s Word. !



Back to the basics: Fleeing Temptation 
 
Back to the basics is a section that reminds us of some basic principles that we learn when we become Christians, 
but are still valuable, growing concepts that we can all benefit from revisiting. 
 

One of the tragic mistakes we make as humans is becoming overconfident 
in our strength over Satan. If we think that we can absorb all of the world’s 
temptations and do not flee from them, we can fall to those temptations and then 
sin. In James 4:7 we learn that if we submit ourselves to God and resist the Devil, 
he will flee from us. It is within the step of “resisting the Devil” that we would flee 
from his temptations. We cannot fall into the mindset that if we continue to allow 
ourselves to be in situations where we know are going to be tempted, that we are 
just simply strong enough or disciplined enough to overcome the temptation 
presented before us. We must run swiftly away from mischief, not towards it. 
(Prov. 6:16-18) 

Take time to identify where your struggles are. Although we all struggle 
with different sins in different areas of our life, find a sin that you keep failing to 
triumph over Satan. A sin that maybe Satan has a foothold on you with. After 
identifying that, think about situations where you may have more temptations 
prominent. For example, if one struggles with alcohol, it would be wise to stay 
away from restaurants that serve it. If one struggles with greed or love of money, 
it would be wise to stay away from people that place an emphasis on what 
material items or possessions you have. If one struggles with pornography, it 
would be wise to stay away from items that have access to the internet. The list 
could go on and on. Honestly admit where your struggles are and don’t become 
overconfident that you can “handle” whatever temptations Satan throws your 
way. Don't forget the power of prayer, either. 
 
Proverbs 6:16-18 - 16 There are six things which the LORD hates, Yes, seven which are an 
abomination to Him: 17 Haughty eyes, a lying tongue, And hands that shed innocent blood, 18 
A heart that devises wicked plans, Feet that run rapidly to evil. 
 

Please recognize that our adversary, the devil, is cunning and persistent. 
He is capable of taking a truth and twisting it just slightly enough to misguide us 
and put us on a path of unrighteous thought or study. We see situations like this 
present so often today (i.e. – instrumental music in worship, women leading in 
worship, homosexuality as an acceptable marriage practice, etc.) Satan puts 
thoughts in our minds to help “rationalize” our sins. “Oh sister so and so did this! 
I’m not gossiping because it’s true!” Or maybe, “It’s just a white lie. It’s not like I 
am committing a “big” sin like adultery or murder.” After all, in the garden, all 
Satan did was insert one word into the Lord’s command – “not.” 

 
!
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LEARNING FROM THE ERRORS MADE BY 

THE WORLD�S FIRST HUSBAND 
Truly one of the most devastating events in all of human history was the eviction of Adam and Eve from 

the Garden of Eden.  Because of their decision to disobey God, they were cast out of the perfect environment, 

and they no longer existed in the purity of innocence.  In studying this account, there is much to learn from 

Adam’s errors.  At first glance, it may be easy to find the things Adam did wrong.  Yet there were also a few 

things that Adam did that were right. 

So what did Adam do that was right? 

1.  He Followed God’s Instruction By Naming The Animals - Genesis 2:19-20.  

2.  He Relayed The Message Of God To His Wife - Genesis 2:16-17; 3:2-3. 

3.  He Received And Cherished His Wife As God Had Ordained - Genesis 2:23-24. 

 

Having acknowledged that Adam did do some things right, attention is 

now turned to Adam’s errors. 

1.  Adam Did Not Utter A Word Of Caution Or Rebuke When Offered The  

     Forbidden Fruit - Genesis 3:6. 

2.  He Took Part In Eve’s Disobedience To God’s Command - Genesis 3:6. 

3.  He Blamed Eve For His Disobedience - Genesis 3:12. 

4.  He Chose To Listen To The Voice Of His Wife Instead Of God -   Genesis 3:17. 

 

So what can one learn from Adam’s errors? 

As a devoted husband I believe I can learn at least one lesson from each of the four errors listed. 

1.  If I am to love my wife as Christ loved the church (Ephesians 5:25), then I should be compassionate, yet 

bold, in giving words of caution or rebuke when she is in error (Revelation 2:1-5).  



2.  If I am to love my wife, then I should not participate with her in sin.  On the contrary I should encourage her 

to put it away (1 Corinthians 5:6-7) and seek to save her from the error of her way through godly instruction 

(James 5:19-20).  

3.  My love for my wife should cause me to not blame her for my personal failings, but     

acknowledge them and make appropriate changes (Matthew 7:3-5). 

4.  My love for my wife should be founded upon adherence to God’s order for the marriage bond  

and obedience to God above all else (1 Corinthians 11:3; Ephesians 5:23), thus being a    

faithful and godly husband.  

True love for one’s spouse will be marked by the unyielding desire to see them saved (Ephesians 

5:23-25).  Sometimes that may come to pass through corrective instruction or loving rebuke.  Although it may 

“sting” for a moment, if done and received properly, it will result in godly sorrow which “worketh repentance 

unto salvation” (2 Corinthians 7:8-10).   

Again, what is learned from Adam? 

1.  The godly husband should offer correction and guidance. 

2.  The godly husband should accept responsibility for himself. 

3.  The godly husband should follow Christ and lead his wife. 

“For the husband is the head of the wife, even as Christ is the head of the church: and he is the saviour of the 

body. Therefore as the church is subject unto Christ, so let the wives be to their own husbands in every thing.  

Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also loved the church, and gave himself for it; That he might 

sanctify and cleanse it with the washing of water by the word, That he might present it to himself a glorious 

church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any such thing; but that it should be holy and without blemish. So ought 

men to love their wives as their own bodies. He that loveth his wife loveth himself� (Ephesians 5:23-28). 
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Are you Coachable? 
There%are%so%many%lessons%to%be%gleaned%from%the%wonderful%world%of%sports.%Whether%that%lesson%be%the%rewards%

of%hard%work%and%preparation,%to%the%ability%to%persevere%through%adversity,%to%the%maturity%to%handle%a%loss,%these%games%
that%we%watch%or%play%are%constantly%teaching%us.%My%goal%in%this%column%will%be%to%share%not%only%my%love%for%sports,%but%
the%lessons%that%sports%have%taught%and%continue%to%teach%me%to%this%day.%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

! One! struggle! that! I! have! always! had! in! life! is!my! ability! to! be! completely! and! utterly!
stubborn.!Just!ask!my!wife,!or!my!parents,!all!of!whom!have!had!no!shortage!of!run=ins!with!
my!hard=headedness.!When!I!get!it!in!my!head!that!I!know!the!right!way!to!do!something,!you!
will!be!hard!pressed!to!convince!me!otherwise.!This!character!flaw!caused!me!a!lot!of!strife!in!
my!baseball! career.! It!was!not!uncommon!for!me!to! talk!back! to!a!coach!who!was! trying! to!
correct! my! technique.! Unfortunately,! I! am! not! alone! in! this! struggle.! I! have! played! with!
teammates!who! refuse! to! listen! to! the!coaches,!even!one!player!who! told! the!hitting!coach!
not!to!talk!to!him!for!the!rest!of!the!season!!We!certainly!did!not!have!the!right!approach!as!
players.!As!players,!our!goal!should!be!to!be!coachable,!but!what!does!being!coachable!mean?!!

All!coaches!dream!of!having!a!team!full!of!players!who!are!coachable.!It!doesn’t!matter!
what!sport!you!play,!all!coaches!value!coachable!players.!They!want!players!who!will!eagerly!
take!constructive!criticism!and!immediately!put! it!to!use.!As!any!athlete!knows,!this! is!rarely!
ever! the! case.! We! develop! this! pride! that! prickles! and! burns! whenever! “our! way”! is!
challenged.!Who!hasn’t!felt!this!anger!rear! its!ugly!head!when!an!authority!figure!points!out!
what!you!have!been!doing!wrong?!Most!of!the!time!our!first!reaction!is!to!swell!with!pride!and!
defend!ourselves,!rather!than!taking!the!criticism!to!see!how!we!can!use!it!to!better!ourselves.!
Unfortunately!this!attitude!is!not!specific!to!athletes.!!Christians!often!struggle!with!the!same!
problem.!We!are!raised!to!think!a!certain!way,!and!when!presented!with!evidence!from!God’s!
word!that!we!are!wrong,!we!get!angry!and!refuse!to!change.!Are!you!coachable!as!a!Christian?!!
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One!of!the!worst!mistakes!we!can!make!as!Christians!is!to!think!that!we!have!it!figured!
out.!One!of!the!best!examples!we!have!from!the!Bible!on!being!coachable!is!the!apostle!Paul.!
Paul!tells!us!in!Acts!22!and!23,!that!before!Jesus!made!himself!known!to!Paul!on!the!road!to!
Damascus,!he!was!“zealous! towards!God”!and!had!“lived! in!all! good!conscience!before!God!
until! this!day.”!Paul,! in!his!own!words,!was!“persecuting!the!Way!to!the!death,!binding,!and!
delivering!into!prisons!both!men!and!women”,!yet!he!did!not!know!that!he!was!acting!against!
God.! In! his!mind,! he!was! acting!on!behalf! of!God,! punishing! those!whom!he!believed!were!
blaspheming!Him.!It!took!Jesus!himself!appearing!to!Paul!in!Acts!9!to!make!him!see!the!error!
of!his!ways.!Jesus!made!it!clear!that!Paul!was!persecuting!Him!by!executing!and!imprisoning!
His! followers.!We! find!out!here!whether!or! not! Paul! is! coachable.! There! are! two!ways!Paul!
could! respond! to! Jesus’! correction;!he!could!puff!up!with!pride!and! refuse! to!change,!or!he!
could! humbly! accept! the! correction! and! change! his! ways.!We! know! from! Acts! 9! that! Paul!
immediately! arose,!was! baptized,! and!began!preaching! Christ! in! the! synagogues! (Acts! 9:17=
20).!

! Proverbs!3!has!some!great!words!of!encouragement!for!those!of!us!who!struggle!with!
being!coachable!in!our!faith.!In!excerpts!from!verses!3=9,!we!are!told,!“Trust!in!the!Lord!with!
all!your!heart!and!lean!not!on!your!own!understanding;!in!all!your!ways!acknowledge!Him,!and!
He!shall!direct!your!paths.!Do!not!be!wise! in!your!own!eyes;!Fear! the!Lord!and!depart! from!
evil…My!son,!do!not!despise!the!chastening!of!the!Lord,!nor!detest!His!correction;!for!whom!
the!Lord!loves!He!corrects,!just!as!a!father!the!son!in!whom!he!delights.”!

! We!have!the!ultimate!coach!in!God,!and!the!ultimate!playbook!in!His!inspired!word.!We!
must!continuously!size!ourselves!up!against!God’s!word!to!see!where!we!fall!short,!so!that!we!
can!change!our!ways!to!align!with!His.!As!long!as!we!are!wise!in!our!own!eyes,!we!will!always!
fall!short!of!God’s!will.!As!Isaiah!says!in!Isaiah!5:21,!“Woe!to!those!who!are!wise!in!their!own!
eyes,!and!prudent!in!their!own!sight!”!Are!you!coachable!as!a!Christian,!or!are!you!wise!in!your!
own!eyes?!
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Is There Any Place I Can 
Plant This Seed? 

 
Spring may be my favorite time of 

the year. As spring begins there are many 
beautiful scenes unfolding. The trees are 
beginning to bud, the grass is a special 
vibrant color of green, the birds are 
beginning to sing, and many diverse 
colors and shapes of flowers are starting 
to bloom. As I think about the parables of 
Jesus, along with other analogies used 
throughout the Bible, it is very evident that 
an understanding of the natural world will 
help us to better understand the things of 
the Bible. Jesus speaks of rocks and 
trees, birth and death, new and old. 

Man realizes that there are many 
things that we have absolutely no control 
over. As stated earlier, it is spring, it only 
comes once a year and there is no 
changing that. God has set these things in 
order. Though there are many things 
which we have no control over, there are 
things that we can help to improve. This 
time of the year many are focused on 
making improvements to their lawns. 
When planning for lawn management 
there are several things that should be 
considered. 

First, just as is described in Luke 
8:5-15, the type of soil matters with 
regards to the growth of the plants. We 
need to remember that we can do things 
to improve the soil. If our ground is a high 
traffic area it may need to be cultivated in 
order for the seed to be able to take root. 
Also remember that birds like to eat seed, 
so the seed needs to be raked into the 
soil to help protect it from birds who would 
consume it. If your soil is a high traffic 
area, provisions need to be made to keep 
your new plants from being trampled out. 

Another type of soil to consider is 
the rocky soil. If your yard is full of rocks 
and stones, it will limit the growing ability 
of your plants. Unlike rocks, dirt has a 
natural ability to draw and maintain 
moisture. As the spring rains come, that 

water sinks deep into the earth. As the hot 
dry months set in, the moisture deep in 
the ground rises. If you plant a seed on a 
rock it severely limits the amount of water 
and nutrients that will be available to that 
plant, causing the plant to eventually die 
due to the lack of nutrition. So, we need to 
remove the rocks from the soil to allow the 
plants to take proper root. 

The third type of soil is one full of 
weeds. Weeds grow fast, taking the water 
and nutrients from other plants and many 
times growing taller than the grass 
therefore blocking sunlight. The good 
thing about weeds is that they don’t seem 
to recover well after cutting, unlike grass. 
If you are vigilant in removing and/or 
cutting back the weeds, often times the 
plants that you are trying to grow will over 
take the weeds. 

As a result of a diligent gardener 
he can help to improve their soil to the 
point that one day he will have good 
ground in which to plant the seed. Now 
think for a minute if we never planted a 
seed of grass until it was all properly and 
completely prepared- having every last 
rock removed, or until our lawns were 
100% weed free. Well, many folks would 
have a dirt lot. The parable of the sower 
teaches that the sower went everywhere 
planting the seed. Too many times we 
wait until we believe the soil is perfect for 
planting. The problem that I have is that I 
cannot read hearts; in turn I may miss the 
time of perfect planting. If we do as is 
taught in the parable, going everywhere 
planting the seed, 
then I know in time 
it will find the good 
ground. Let us all 
from day to day be 
taking the time to 
prepare soil, while 
still planting the 
seed (1 Cor 3:6). 
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Cutting!The!Cord!
Michael!Peters!

!
!
I!always!hated!paying!the!cable!bill.! I!resented!the!idea!of!being!forced!to!get!a!service!from!a!company.!If!I!

wanted! to!watch!TV,! I! could!go!by!some!rabbit!ears!and!watch!a! fuzzy!picture!or!pay!a!company!$100!a!month.!A!
company!that!is!so!appreciative!of!the!money!they!allow!me!to!wait!on!hold!for!hours!at!a!time!if!I!needed!help!or!had!
a!question.!A!company!that!was!so!grateful!that!they!would!send!a!service!man!out!sometime!between!8AM!Monday!
and!9PM!Friday.!I!would!rant!about!how!this!was!nothing!but!a!monopoly!and!they!had!to!be!stopped.!

What!about!satellite?!Well!you!have!those!same!problems!but!then!you!get!the!added!benefit!of!having!your!
picture!mess!up!every!time!it!sprinkles!some!rain.!YEAH!!!!!

But! something! else! bothered!me.! There! was! nothing! worth! watching.! Very! few! shows! are! on! TV! that! the!
family!can!gather!together!and!enjoy.!Even!the!‘family’!shows!on!Disney!show!parents!who!are!nothing!but!fools!with!
children!who!are!up!to!mischief.!Fathers!who!are!buffoons,!with!mothers!who!are!overbearing!and!disrespectful!to!
them.!Is!this!the!kind!of!thing!I!want!my!daughters!learning?!Not!to!mention!the!introduction!of!a!lesbian!couple!in!
one!of!the!more!popular!sitcoms!in!the!house!of!Mouse.!!

So!I!was!paying!a!company!I!hated!$100!a!month!to!feed!this!sinful!programming!to!my!family.!I!was!inviting!
sin!into!my!house;!the!very!sin!that!put!my!Lord!on!the!cross.!But!what!kind!of!family!does!not!have!cable?!What!are!
we!supposed!to!watch?!What!are!we!to!do!for!entertainment?!Is!it!possible!to!slay!the!cable!dragon?!

The!answer!is!yes!!It!has!been!over!a!year!and!a!half!since!we!had!cable,!and!I!feel!comfortable!in!saying!that!
we! don’t! miss! it.! We! chose! instead! to! simply! use! antennae! to! pick! up! the! local! channels.! The! picture! is! actually!
stronger!than!the!cable!versions!and!we!are!able!to!see!the!news!and!watch!our!favorite!shows!for!free.!We!chose!to!
subscribe!to!Netflix.!This!is!not!only!cheaper!but!we!get!to!choose!what!we!want!to!watch!instead!of!having!it!spoonX
fed!to!us.!So!when!nothing!is!on!the!networks!we!can!then!browse!through!the!Netflix!menu!and!choose!something!to!
watch.!

So!instead!of!paying!$1200!a!year!for!a!service!that!I!resented,!I!am!now!paying!less!that!$120!a!year!and!am!
very!happy!with!the!results.! It! is!exciting!to!be! liberated!from!the!monopoly!of! the!cable!companies.! It’s!nice!to!be!
able!to!use!that!extra!money!in!other!areas!of!the!budget.!!

This!is!a!message!of!hope,!not!despair.!We!no!longer!need!to!be!tied!to!a!company!that!
takes!us!for!granted.!Get!out!your!scissors.!Grab!that!cable!that!connects!to!your!TV.!Liberate!
yourselves!by!cutting!the!cord!knowing!that!there!are!other!options!out!there!!!

!



 

CrossFit: Helpful or Harmful? 
 

One of the latest trends in physical training is known 

as CrossFit. Many do not know anything about CrossFit 

and for those that do, there is significant polarization in the 

Exercise and Medical community on whether or not it is 

beneficial to those who participate.  CrossFit is a fitness 

regimen developed by Coach Greg Glassman over several 

decades.  CrossFit’s website (www.crossfit.com) states: 

The CrossFit prescription is “constantly varied, 

high-intensity, functional movement.”  No aspect 

of functional movements is more important than 

their capacity to move large loads over long 

distances, and to do so quickly.1  

In this article, we will evaluate the efficacy and safety of 

CrossFit by looking at the three principles included in the 

prescription in the above quote. 

Variation is vital to achieving sustained success in 

exercise programs because it keeps your body adapting 

and promotes the use of different musculature. Also, 

variation helps keep the participant engaged because each 

work out session is new and exciting. On the other hand, 

varying exercises can be dangerous without proper training 

on technique and supervision. Safety is a primary concern 

so if you are participating in a CrossFit training program 

alone, make sure you receive proper instruction on each 

exercise. Another point regarding variation, before we 

move on, is that changing up the types of exercise is 

important. However, the range of variation in a typical 

CrossFit regimen is not broad enough to represent a well-

balanced fitness plan.  

High-intensity exercise is the second prescription 

included in the CrossFit approach. High-intensity exercise 

is an important part of training, but should not be viewed 

as the complete answer. There are many benefits to intense 

strength training that occurs over a short period of time 

                                                
1 Glassman, Greg "Understanding CrossFit” 

(bursts), such as increasing muscle strength, bone density, 

testosterone levels and the obvious burning of calories. 

However, a complete exercise program should include 

periodization. Periodization is a process of cycling through 

at least three main phases that have different durations, 

intensities and types of exercise in order to avoid plateaus. 

The incorporation of periodization allows your body to 

continue to develop, grow and improve its functionality 

and appearance without having to completely stop and 

change your exercise routine. Endurance and hypertrophy 

are the other two phases that accompany strength in a 

great training program. Endurance is the first phase and 

focuses on lighter weight exercises, but has much longer 

duration with few rest breaks. Hypertrophy is the next 

phase and is all about increasing the size of your muscle’s 

cells. Other phases can achieve some increase in muscle 

size, but hypertrophy is in the sweet spot where generally 

the best results are seen. This phase resides between 

endurance and strength in the repetitions, duration and 

weight. Lastly, strength training has the least repetitions 

and duration, but is definitely the most intense. It is 

important to carry out these phases in their proper order 

so these phases can build off each other as they should to 

prevent plateauing and increase health benefit. While both 

the endurance and hypertrophy phases are lower in 

intensity than strength training, they are longer in duration 

and provide distinct benefits that are not provided by 

strength training including more cardiovascular benefits 

and increased muscle size. While the CrossFit approach 

provides a very intense exercise program, it does not 

deliver the benefits offered by periodization or a more 

balanced approach to building endurance and size. 

Functional movements are very important to the 

success of any worthwhile exercise plan. Functional 

exercises are meant to enhance the abilities of the person 

involved to complete the basic actions of life. Exercise is a 

vehicle to get you out of the gym and into the world to 

explore and enjoy what life has to offer. To exercise with 

that approach and mindset requires your exercise to be 
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functional so it can carry over to the actions you are about 

to partake in. However, the concerns with the CrossFit 

approach have to do with focusing on actions that are not 

basic or common to most people. The last sentence of the 

CrossFit definition states, “No aspect of functional 

movements is more important than their capacity to move 

large loads over long distances, and to do so quickly.” 

Exercise should improve our quality of life, but that does 

not always mean lifting heavy weights over long distances 

quickly. In fact, it is this mindset that causes many CrossFit 

participants to develop tight lower body musculature 

resulting in back pain. In some extreme cases, participants 

suffer from a condition known as rhabdomyolysis. 

Rhabdomyolysis is a process of destruction of muscle cells 

that can cause severe kidney damage and other effects if 

not dealt with. Several common lifting exercises used in 

CrossFit are dead lifts and clean and jerk lifts. These are 

lifts used by serious weight lifters that do not reflect how 

most people use their bodies in normal life.  They would 

not meet the definition of functional movement as 

previously discussed. Building on this, it is important to 

note that not all functional movements are quick. The 

speed in which an exercise is completed is important. 

Sometimes, we do want to complete exercises quickly, but 

not all the time. For example, exercising with an eccentric 

focus is sometimes used to increase the number of muscle 

fibers torn and subsequently rebuilt. This means slowing 

down the repetitions at certain times to illicit specific 

unique results. I acknowledge that the heavy serious lifts 

can be beneficial, but they should not be defined as 

functional. Furthermore, they should not be the sole type 

of exercise included in a complete exercise program. 

The CrossFit approach has several aspects that make 

it a good and interesting part of an overall workout 

program. It does provide a good variation of exercise, but 

those who are inexperienced must be careful when 

participating in CrossFit. High-Intensity exercise is 

important, but only as a portion of a broader exercise 

program. Lastly, a key goal of functional exercise is to 

improve daily living of the participant. While CrossFit has 

some great qualities, lifting heavy weights and moving 

them over long distances does not reflect the daily routine 

for most people and therefore, the benefits of such an 

approach must be weighed against the associated risks for 

each individual.  

 
Monthly Health Tip: 
Squats are a great 
exercise that can be 
completed at home or 
on the road.  They can 
be performed using the 
just your body weight 
or with additional weight. Repetitions can be 
completed using a quick and explosive approach or 
more slowly and methodically. Squats work all major 
muscles of the hip, thigh and lower leg which makes 
this a great exercise. At high intensities this exercise 
increases testosterone.  At low intensities, this exercise 
is a great warm up and can improve endurance. Here 
are several tips on form for any good squat: 

1. Keep your knees behind your toes throughout the 
whole squat. This causes you to keep your weight 
back, which protects your knees, hips and back. 

2. Keep your head up and abs flexed. This keeps your 
back in correct alignment and your weight properly 
supported. 

3. Shoot your bottom backward before initiating the 
squat. This helps keep your knees back, weight through 
your heels and proper posture throughout the exercise. 

Add squats to your workout routine to improve lower 
body strength and function! 
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One$Man’s$Final$Project!$
 

What a man chooses to do with his time on earth 
says a lot about him. When he learns that his time is 
rapidly coming to an end, what he then chooses to do with 
his limited breath speaks volumes. Some men have what 
they call “bucket lists”; they want to fill their final days with 
recreation or self-serving activities. On the other hand, 
there are men like Reginald Joseph Mitchell (1895-1937), 
who spent his final years dedicated to leaving his nation a 
means with which to protect herself as war loomed on the 
horizon. He was the designer of a fighter plane that 
proved indispensable to Britain: the Supermarine Spitfire. 

It is astounding, the rate at which aviation 
technology progressed in the few decades following the 
Wright brothers’ flight at Kitty Hawk, NC in 1903. At the 
start planes were being manufactured as open, wood and 

canvas structures powered by a combination of primitive 
internal combustion engines and bicycle-like parts, but by 

the 1930s they were being constructed out of aluminum, featuring high powered 
engines and, in the case of military aircraft, all manner of weaponry. As a thirteen year 
old, Mitchell was inspired by the Wright flying machine and throughout his High School 
days he made and flew his own model airplanes. Classmates would note his obsession 
with aviation saying “he’s mad about aero planes.” 

After finishing his schooling, Mitchell began working for a locomotive engineering 
firm, making his way from the manual labor of the engine room to the drawing board in 
a very short time. All the while he maintained his enthusiasm for flight. In 1917 he 
applied for a position as assistant to Hubert-Scott Pain at Supermarine Aviation Works, 
an engineering firm that primarily designed seaplanes. By 1920, at the age of twenty-
four, he was the chief engineer for the company. 

There was one particular area of expertise for which Mitchell was known as an 
aviation engineer: speed. Supermarine was one of the many global firms involved in a 
series of popular seaplane races spanning from 1913 to 1931. In these eighteen years, 
eleven races were held. The impact of this contest on the advancement of aviation 
technology was profound, immensely improving the top speed and handling 
capabilities in the field. Mitchell’s work would land the firm four Schneider Trophies in 
1922, 1927, 1929 and 1931 respectively. Like many of the winners of this trophy, 
Supermarine’s designs went on to be implemented in aircraft with non-recreational 
purposes. It was in this way that the legendary Supermarine Spitfire was born. 

Photo credit: Royal Air 
Force Museum 

!



One of the most intriguing traits of R.J. Mitchell was his devotion to the 
advancement of his field. In 1933 he was diagnosed with cancer and underwent a 
permanent colostomy leaving him in great physical fatigue for the rest of his life. He 
refused to retire and in 1934 he began work on the Spitfire: Supermarine’s answer to 
the Royal Air Force’s call for a fighter plane that could perform in various ways 
including speeds capable of 250 mph. In 1937 he was again diagnosed with cancer, 
except on this occasion he knew his time on this earth was coming to an end. Again, 
he refused to retire. By 1937 evidence of instability around the world was on the 
increase. Nations such as Italy, Germany and Japan began exhibiting hostile behavior 
toward others. America, France and Britain weren’t the only nations taking great strides 
in aviation technology—their soon-to-be opponents were also becoming increasingly 
well-armed and dangerous. In all of History, perhaps there was never a time in which 
the world needed R.J. Mitchell than in the last few years of his life. 

The timely necessity of the Spitfire is greatest seen when taking the 
Messerschmitt Bf 109 into consideration. This German fighter plane is credited as 
having more aerial kills than any other plane in World War II. Highly maneuverable, 
versatile, and achieving speeds of 348 mph, the BF 109 came to be an elite among 
elite aircraft for that time period. For this reason it was the most mass-produced of 
WWII aircraft and consequently demanded a worthy opponent from the Allied forces. 
The Spitfire proved to be an indispensable and worthy adversary to the Messerschmitt, 
particularly in the Battle of Britain. In this battle, 30 Hawker Hurricanes and 19 
Supermarine Spitfires were dispatched to counter German fighters and bombers whose 
goal was to establish aerial superiority over England. Though the Hurricane is given 
credit for having most overall aerial kills in that battle, the Spitfire neutralized more 
fighter aircraft thus becoming the greater threat to Germany’s elite. While the 
Messerschmitt held an advantage to both planes when it came to higher altitudes and 
diving, the Spitfire could reach a higher speed of 364 mph and dominated the skies 
with its excellent turning radius. 

Reginald Joseph Mitchell shunned recognition and was virtually unknown to 
many of his contemporaries, saving those in the aviation community. However, Mitchell 
knew he had something to give to the world. He worked, despite his declining health, 
even within months of his death. Mitchell never saw the success of his amazing fighter 
plane, the Supermarine Spitfire, a machine that became an incredible symbol of hope 
to the British people and Allied forces alike. He died on June 11, 1937 before it saw its 
first combat. His work was then continued by his successor, Joseph Smith, who 
developed several marks of the plane with great success. Today, 
Mitchell’s legacy is one of hard work through hardship, a passion 
for the advancement of aviation and the principle of leaving this 
world having given something meaningful to one’s people.  
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Have!you!ever!been!to!the!little!shops!near!the!beach!that!are!sometimes!designated!“tourist!traps?”!
Often,! among! the!wares,! gizmos!and!gadgets!one!will! come!across! a!door!hanger! that! reads! “Gone!
Fishin”.!Typically,!one’s!first!thought! is!how!much!fun! it!would!be!to!be!able!to!put!that!sign!up!and!
then!head!to!the!water!to!“wet!a!hook.”!But!consider!something!else:!the!cost.! If!that!sign! is!on!the!
door!handle!of!a!business,!then!work!is!not!being!done;!if!that!sign!is!on!the!workbench!in!the!garage,!
then!chores!or!house!repairs!are!not!being!done;!if!that!sign!is!hanging!on!a!bed!post!on!your!side!of!
the! bed,! then! you! are! not! spending! time! with! your! family.! Do! not! misunderstand! me,! fishing! is! a!
wonderful!activity!and!rewarding! in!many!ways,!but! it! is!not! free!from!cost.! Is! it!acceptable!to! leave!
work!to!go!fishing?!Absolutely!–!if!all!the!work!is!done!and!your!responsibilities!are!fulfilled.!Is!it!alright!
to! leave! the! workbench! and! other! chores?! Certainly! –! when! they! are! caught! up.! Can! one!
conscientiously!leave!family!time!to!fish?!There!are!plenty!of!times!where!this!is!acceptable!(like!when!
they!are!out!of!town!!But!the!best!is!to!include!them!in!your!fishing!trip,!that’s!even!better!)!

Recently,!my!brother!gave!me!his!old!bass!boat.!I!was!thrilled.!Then!I!wasn’t.!The!cost!of!a!simple!bass!
boat! and! trailer! is! considerable.! Insurance,! license! plates,! registration,! taxes,! numbers! for! the! boat,!
batteries,! fuel,!wiring!and!fuses,!cover,!motor!maintenance,!etc.!There! is!a!cost! involved! in! fishing!! I!
love!to!fish,!so!I!am!willing,!and!think!it!a!reasonable!investment!of!my!resources!(time!and!money),!to!
pay!the!price!that!it!costs!to!try!to!catch!that!everQelusive!lunker!!And!in!order!to!fish!effectively!one!
must!have!the!proper!equipment:!rods,! reels,!plenty!of! line,! lures!or!bait,!hooks,!sinkers,! tackle!box,!
knives,!pliers,!stringer/basket,!net,!etc.!Again,!all!these!things!cost!money!and!just!getting!the!cheapest!
thing!out!there!might!not!be!the!wisest!idea.!Weigh!your!options!and!choose!what!is!best!for!you.!The!
best! thing! to! do! is! ask! questions.! And! go! to! the! real! experts! –! fishermen.! They! will! tell! you! their!
experiences,! give! sage! advice,! and! usually!will! not! steer! you! the!wrong!way,!which!would! cost! you!
more!in!the!long!run.!

God’s!man,!a!mature!and!rational!man!that!accepts!responsibility!and!is!accountable,!will!always!count!
the!cost!of!every!activity.!How!does!one!decide!if!something!is!worth!the!cost?!Ask!these!questions:!

1) Is!it!right!and!good!to!do?!
2) Will!it!help!my!earthly!relationships?!
3) Does!it!give!God!glory?!
4) Can!I!afford!it?!
5) Will!it!help!me!get!to!heaven?!

If!you!can!answer!“yes”!to!these!questions,!then!go!for!it!!But!if!not,!a!choice!must!be!made.!Either!say!
no! to! the!activity!altogether!or!choose! to!go!ahead!and!be!selfish,!but! then!be!prepared! to!pay! the!
ultimate!cost!of!not!being!a!good!steward!of!the!things!God!has!entrusted!to!you.!Don’t! just! look!at!
things!on!the!surface!of!it.!Consider!the!cost!of!“Gone!Fishin’.”!



LEAVING THE GARDEN  

FOR THE WILDERNESS 
The$ male$ deer,$ especially$ the$ older,$ more$ matured$ ones,$ do$ something$ that$ is$ very$

interesting:$they$learn$from$the$mistakes$of$other$deer.$They$are$very$smart$animals$and$they$
allow$ the$other$ deer$ “to$make$ the$mistake.”$A$ grown$buck$will$ often$ travel$with$ a$ smaller,$
younger$buck$and$ let$him$do$everything$ first.$ Let$me$explain.$When$ leaving$ thick$ cover,$ the$
older$buck$will$ let$ the$younger$buck$walk$out$ first$and$see$ if$ there$ is$any$danger.$ If$nothing$
happens,$ the$ older$ buck$ will$ walk$ out$ and$ follow.$ However,$ if$ there$ is$ any$ danger,$ he$ is$
running$and$never$coming$back.$While$hunting,$I$never$shoot$the$first$deer$that$I$see$(Unless$it$
is$an$eight$point$buck!).$I$will$wait$and$see$if$a$bigger$deer$follows.$Years$ago$I$recall$hunting$
with$a$member$from$Whitlock$and$I$saw$a$six$point$buck$walk$out$into$the$open.$I$texted$my$
friend$who$was$hunting$ in$ a$ separate$ stand$ and$he$ told$me$ that$ a$ larger$ buck$was$walking$
behind$the$younger$buck.$

We$need$ to$ learn$ from$ the$mistake$ of$ Adam.$We$need$ to$ leave$ the$ garden!$ The$Old$
Testament$was$written$for$our$learning$(Romans$15:4).$Adam$has$gone$before$us$and$we$need$
to$ learn$ from$his$mistake.$One$of$Adam’s$mistakes$was$that$he$did$not$ face$the$Devil$ in$ the$
proper$way.$ Instead$ of$ being$ the$ leader$ in$ his$ relationship$with$ Eve,$ Adam$ allowed$ Eve$ to,$
“take$of$the$fruit,$eat,$and$give$it$to$her$husband”$(Genesis$3:6).$Adam$needed$to$be$next$to$
Eve,$leading$her,$telling$Satan$no,$and$following$God.$Instead$he$did$the$opposite.$As$men$we$
need$to$rise$up$and$be$the$ leader$ in$ the$relationship.$We$need$to$ follow$God$and$resist$ the$
devil$(James$4:7).$

To$end$on$a$positive$note,$we$do$have$an$example$to$follow$(1$Peter$2:21):$Jesus$Christ$
our$Lord.$The$Bible$tells$us$of$how$he$faced$the$Devil.$ In$Matthew$4:1\10$Jesus$was$tempted$
three$times$by$His$adversary,$the$Devil.$On$each$occasion$Jesus$quoted$scripture$to$the$Devil.$
This$ is$our$great$example,$but$ in$order$to$get$to$the$wilderness$to$ learn$from$Jesus$we$must$
learn$from$Adam$and$leave$the$garden.$

$
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